Vibrational relaxation measurements on the CO asymmetric stretching mode ͑ϳ1980 cm Ϫ1 ͒ of tungsten hexacarbonyl (W͑CO) 6 ) as a function of temperature at constant density in several supercritical solvents in the vicinity of the critical point are presented. In supercritical ethane, at the critical density, there is a region above the critical temperature (T c ) in which the lifetime increases with increasing temperature. When the temperature is raised sufficiently (ϳT c ϩ70°C), the lifetime decreases with further increase in temperature. A recent hydrodynamic/thermodynamic theory of vibrational relaxation in supercritical fluids reproduces this behavior semiquantitatively. The temperature dependent data for fixed densities somewhat above and below the critical density is in better agreement with the theory. In fluoroform solvent at the critical density, the vibrational lifetime also initially increases with increasing temperature. However, in supercritical CO 2 at the critical density, the temperature dependent vibrational lifetime decreases approximately linearly with temperature beginning almost immediately above T c . The theory does not reproduce this behavior. A comparison between the absolute lifetimes in the three solvents and the temperature trends is made.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper vibrational lifetime measurements on the asymmetric CO stretching mode (T 1u ;ϳ1980 cm Ϫ1 ) of tungsten hexacarbonyl (W͑CO) 6 ) in supercritical ethane, fluoroform, and CO 2 solvents are presented and analyzed. The measurements are made at constant density as a function of temperature for several densities at and near the critical density. The qualitative nature of the temperature dependence changes dramatically with solvent.
Vibrational lifetimes in dense media are dominated by nonradiative decay. Dynamic intermolecular interactions of the solute's mode with the solvent produce fluctuating forces. These fluctuating forces are responsible for vibrational relaxation. Therefore, vibrational relaxation is highly dependent on the nature of the solute-solvent interactions. The fluctuating forces are frequently described in terms of the force-force correlation function. The vibrational lifetime is related to the Fourier transform of the force-force correlation function at the frequency of the relaxing mode.
1,2
Vibrational relaxation can have a complicated and intertwined dependence on temperature and density. For this reason, supercritical fluids ͑SCFs͒ are useful media for the study of vibrational relaxation since the temperature and density can be controlled independently. In addition, the temperature and density dependence of vibrational relaxation can serve as a sensitive probe of solute-solvent interactions in supercritical fluids. Prior experiments on W͑CO) 6 in supercritical ethane, carbon dioxide, and fluoroform showed unprecedented behavior of the vibrational lifetime in the vicinity of the critical point. 3, 4 By performing experiments along isotherms, the lifetime as a function of density at fixed temperature was measured. In general, vibrational lifetimes decreased monotonically with density. However, within a few degrees of the critical point the lifetime is density independent, or nearly so, over a substantial range in density surrounding the critical density, c . This behavior is observed in ethane, carbon dioxide, and fluoroform. A theoretical treatment of vibrational relaxation in SCFs near the critical point was developed which uses a hydrodynamic/ thermodynamic approach for the calculation of the forceforce correlation function. 5 The method permits the inclusion of critical scaling of the solvent's physical properties near the critical point. The theoretical results show a region of density independent vibrational relaxation around the critical point arising from the interplay of the critical scaling of various parameters. One property unique to the critical region is a long correlation length for local density fluctuations. These involve regions of high and low density relative to the average. The high density regions that occur even for a pure supercritical fluid have been referred to as ''density enhancements.'' The lack of density dependence does not arise from local density enhancements caused by strong attractive solute/solvent interactions. Recently, Troe and co-workers examined multilevel vibrational relaxation of highly vibrationally excited azulene following electronic excitation and noted some evidence of a density independent region along an isotherm near the critical temperature of propane. 6 The temperature dependence of the vibrational lifetime of the CO T 1u of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical ethane at a constant density equal to c displays remarkable behavior. Beginning two degrees above the critical temperature, as the temperature is increased, the lifetime becomes longer. It ina͒ Permanent address: Inorganic and Physical Chemistry Department, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-560034, India. b͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. creases with temperature until well above the critical temperature (ϳT c ϩ70 K) before turning around and decreasing with further increases in temperature. This behavior is contrary to expectation that the vibrational lifetime at fixed density should decrease monotonically with increasing temperature. However, the theory that was able to reproduce the density independent behavior also predicted the observed temperature dependence semiquantitatively. 7 Troe and co-workers also examined multilevel vibrational relaxation of highly vibrationally excited ground state azulene for densities and temperatures far from the critical point. 6 The results were explained in the context of a binary collision model. An earlier report by Harris et al. described the temperature dependence of multilevel vibrational relaxation in the highly vibrationally excited ground electronic state of I 2 following electronic excitation of I 2 dissolved in supercritical Xe far from the critical point. 8 The data were explained, with reasonable success, by isolated binary collision models. 8, 9 Using a semiclassical theory, Egorov and Skinner 10 produced very good agreement with the I 2 data when a particular ansatz for the force-force correlation function was used. The binary collision models are not useful near a critical point. It is not yet clear if the Egorov-Skinner theory is accurate near the critical point.
Here, the previous temperature dependent experiments on W͑CO) 6 at constant density are extended to a range of densities in ethane and to fluoroform and CO 2 . When the W͑CO) 6 temperature dependent vibrational lifetime is examined in ethane at densities away from c , near quantitative agreement with theory is achieved at some densities. However, when the temperature dependent lifetime of the T 1u mode of W͑CO) 6 is measured in supercritical CO 2 at c , the ''inverted'' temperature dependence seen in ethane is not observed. In fluoroform, a weakly inverted region is observed. The appearance of an inverted region seems to be correlated with the effectiveness of the solute-solvent coupling in inducing vibrational relaxation.
II. EXPERIMENT
The details of the experiment have been described elsewhere. 4, 11 Briefly, cavity dumped pulses from a Qswitched, mode locked, Nd:YAG laser are doubled and used as the pump pulses in a LiIO 3 OPA. The YAG laser is also output coupled. The doubled pulse train synchronously pumps a cavity dumped dye laser ͑Rhodamine 610 in ethanol͒. The dye laser pulse is double passed amplified. The amplified dye pulse provides the signal pulse for the OPA. The typical OPA output at ϳ5 m is 1.5 J in a 40 ps pulse. The exact frequency of the IR is tuned to the peak of the v ϭ0→1 CO T 1u mode absorption of the solute, W͑CO) 6 . The frequency, which depends on the temperature and density of the solvent, is ϳ1980 cm
Ϫ1
. The sample is contained in a high pressure, high temperature cell constructed from Monel 400 and sealed with sapphire windows. The temperature and pressure are accurately monitored and controlled. Samples are prepared by inserting a minute quantity of pure W͑CO) 6 into the cell and then purging the system of air with the solvent gas. The cell is then pressurized and the absorbance of the solute is measured with a FTIR spectrometer. The IR beam from the FTIR spectrometer is taken out of the instrument, passed through the sample cell, and into an external IR detector. Optical densities of ϳ1 were ideal, though experiments at low densities were typically done with much smaller ͑ϳ0.3͒ absorbances. These optical densities correspond to solute concentrations of roughly 10 Ϫ5 mol/l . It was found that absorbances substantially greater than 1 can produce anomalous results. Care was taken to assure that at each temperature and density, the absorbance was not too great.
Pump-probe experiments are carried out in a counterpropagating manner in which the pump and probe pulses are collinear but enter from opposite sides of the cell. The probe intensity is measured on an InSb detector and compared to the signal from a reference detector. The decays were fit by single exponentials, which resulted in excellent residuals in almost all cases. 23 Occasionally, when the energy of the IR was about 2 J or more, noticeable up-pumping to higher vibrational levels occurred and resulted in a poor single exponential fit. In this case, filters were used in the pump beam and single exponential decays were recovered.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 displays pump-probe vibrational lifetime data taken on the CO T 1u mode of W͑CO) 6 in ethane at T ϭ343 K and ϭ6.87 mol/l (T c ϭ305 K; c ϭ6.87 mol/l ͒. An exponential fit is also shown. The decay time is 278 ps. Data such as this were acquired at several densities as a function of temperature. Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence at c . 23 The lowest temperature point is 2 K above T c and the temperature dependence extends to TХ500 K. As the temperature is raised above the critical point, the lifetime lengthens, finally peaking well above T c . Following the peak, the lifetime decreases with further increases in temperature. The peak occurs at ϳ373 K, which is ϳ70 K above T c . The right-hand scale on the figure is the reduced lifetime, which is the lifetime divided by the lifetime at a reference temperature, T rf . In this plot, the reduced lifetime scale FIG. 1. Pump-probe data on the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical ethane ͑1990 cm Ϫ1 ͒ at the critical density and 38 K above T c . The heavy line is a fit to a single exponential. The lifetime T 1 ϭ278 ps. Similar quality data were taken at other temperatures and densities in ethane, as well as in carbon dioxide and fluoroform.
is calculated using T rf ϭ323 K. The reduced lifetime facilitates comparison with the theoretical calculations presented below.
While the increase in the lifetime with temperature shown in Fig. 2 is not large, ϳ10%, it nonetheless shows a dramatic deviation from the behavior that would be expected as the temperature is increased at constant density. In the simplest example, one may consider a system dominated by independent binary collisions. As the temperature is increased at a fixed density, the collision frequency will increase and thus lead to faster energy transfer. Also, the probability that a collision will induce energy transfer increases with temperature since the collisions will occur at higher velocities and thus with more force. Harris found this reduction of the lifetime with temperature in the I 2 /Xe system far from the Xe critical point. 8 At a density of 6.87 mol/l , the independent binary collision model may not be valid, particularly for a polyatomic solute in a polyatomic solvent. However, theories for vibrational relaxation in liquids or crystals also predict that the lifetime will decrease as the temperature increases at constant density. 2, 10, 12 The rate of vibrational relaxation, K, of the initially excited mode can be described by Fermi's Golden Rule, 2, 12, 13 Kϭ 2
In Eq. ͑1͒, and Ј denote the initial and final state of the initially excited vibration ͑the T 1u mode in this case͒, while r and rЈ refer to the receiving ͑or reservoir͒ modes. The reservoir includes all intra-and intermolecular modes of the solvent as well as modes of the solute other than the relaxing mode. The ket ͉,r͘ is the initial state, described by thermal occupation numbers of the various modes of the system, in addition to unity occupation of the state initially excited by the IR pump. The bra ͗Ј,rЈ͉ is the final state with the initially populated state having occupation number 0 after relaxation and other states having increased ͑or decreased͒ occupation numbers. is the density of states of the reservoir modes for the relaxation step. The summation in Eq. ͑1͒ denotes the fact that the true relaxation rate is a sum over contributions from all possible pathways; 12 however, in the following discussion we will describe relaxation through a single anharmonic path involving one phonon.
In Eq. ͑1͒, V is the potential that describes the systemreservoir interaction.
12 V (i) is the ith matrix element that describes the interactions which couple i modes. The anharmonic terms, iу3, govern relaxation processes involving the coupling of multiple vibrational modes. Given the vibrational energies of the solutes and the solvents, the relaxation of the initially excited mode results in the excitation of at least two other vibrations and a phonon. Here phonon is used as a general term to mean a mode of the low frequency continuum of the solvent. In a crystal, the continuum is composed of true phonons. In a liquid or SCF the continuum may be thought of in terms of instantaneous normal modes ͑INM͒.
14,15 For such a process, the anharmonic coupling matrix element is at least fourth order, or quartic. For the following discussion, a single quartic relaxation pathway is discussed, but the conclusions are quite general.
The quartic anharmonic matrix element ͗V (4) ͘ contains the magnitude of the quartic anharmonic coupling term, ͉V (4) ͉, and combinations of raising and lowering operators that describe the anharmonic relaxation step. 12, 16 If the operator a 1 annihilates the initially excited vibration and the operators b and b ϩ describe the change in the reservoir modes A, B, and the phonon, then the interaction is described by
This interaction leads to seven possible quartic relaxation pathways, 12 some of which are unphysical. The relaxation pathway being considered, a simple cascade process in which the energy relaxes only to lower energy modes, is described by one term arising from Eq. ͑2͒,
e., the initially excited vibration is annihilated, and each of the modes A, B, and ph are excited. Once substituted into Eq. ͑1͒, a raising operator brings out a factor of ͱnϩ1 and a lowering operator brings out a factor of ͱn, where n is the occupation number of the particular mode involved in the 4th order process. Since the initially excited mode has nϭ1, the a 1 brings out a factor of unity. This allows Eq. ͑1͒ to be written as
where n is the thermally averaged occupation number,
i is the frequency of the vibrational or phonon mode. Taking ph ϭ͗( i )͘, the ''phonon'' density of states is given by the ensemble averaged density of INM.
FIG. 2.
T 1 data for the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical ethane as a function of temperature at constant density. The density is the critical density, c ϭ6.87 mol/l . The left-hand ordinate gives the lifetimes in ps and the right-hand ordinate is the reduced lifetime, i.e., the lifetime normalized with respect to the lifetime at a reference temperature, T rf ϭ323 K. The data display a region of inverted temperature dependence in which the lifetime increases as the temperature increases.
If the reservoir modes are high frequency (បӷkT and, therefore, nϭ0͒, such as the discrete vibrational modes of the solute and solvent, Eq. ͑3͒ is
Although the discussion of the derivation of this relaxation rate expression has been qualitative, the same results can be shown rigorously. 12 In general, the expression for the relaxation rate along a given one-phonon, ith order anharmonic pathway is given by the product of the phonon density of states, the magnitude of the anharmonic coupling matrix element squared, and occupation number factors for the receiving modes. If a reservoir mode is created in the relaxation step, it contributes a factor of (nϩ1), whereas if it is annihilated, it contributes a factor of n. This is a simple, yet rigorous, method for describing even complex relaxation pathways.
Considering only the occupation number in Eq. ͑5͒, K should become larger and the observed decay times should become shorter as the temperature is increased. If more than one thermally occupied phonon were involved in the relaxation pathway or if a vibrational occupation number changes significantly, the temperature dependence would be even steeper. If the phonon occupation number is the only factor responsible for the temperature dependence, then for បӶkT, K would increase linearly with temperature. For បӷkT, K goes as exp(Ϫh/kT) if a phononis annihilated as part of the relaxation process, and K goes as 1ϩexp(Ϫh/kT) if a phonon is created. In either limit and for intermediate situations, the temperature dependence of the occupation number͑s͒ will always yield a decrease in the vibrational lifetime with increasing temperature. Only near TϷ0 K ͑only phonon emission processes are possible͒ where 1Ͼn ph , will the temperature dependence vanish, and the vibrational lifetime will become temperature independent. Above TϷ0 K, an inverted temperature dependence cannot be explained by considering occupation numbers, regardless of the pathways or number of modes involved. 12 In a study of the temperature dependent vibrational lifetime of the T 1u mode of W͑CO) 6 in liquid CHCl 3 , the lifetime was observed to increase ͑inverted temperature dependence͒ in going from the melting point to the boiling point of the solvent. 16 However, as the temperature is increased, the density of the liquid decreases. In Eq. ͑5͒, both the density of states and the magnitude of the anharmonic coupling matrix element can be density dependent. Theoretical analysis indicated that the inverted temperature dependence was due to a reduction in the magnitude of the anharmonic coupling matrix element as the density decreased.
14 However, in the current study, the density is fixed. Therefore, the inverted temperature dependence cannot arise from a density dependence of the intermolecular interactions as it can in a liquid.
While the Golden Rule formalism outlined above 12 is useful for enumerating vibrational relaxation pathways and gaining insights into possible sources of temperature dependence, it does not provide a method for including detailed properties of a liquid or SCF solvent into the calculation of vibrational relaxation. In a SCF in the vicinity of the critical point, it is particularly important to use a method that can incorporate the solvent properties that change rapidly with temperature and density, such as the isothermal compressibility and the thermal diffusivity. Cherayil and Fayer developed a free energy density functional theory of the forceforce correlation function. The usefulness of the theory is that the force-force correlation function can be evaluated in terms of known thermodynamic and hydrodynamic properties of the solvent. The theory starts with the standard relationship between the vibrational lifetime, T 1 , and a classical description of the force-force correlation function,
␤ is 1/k B T, where k B is Boltzmann's constant, m is the reduced mass of the oscillator, and is the oscillator frequency. The theoretical analysis yields the following expression:
is the Fourier transform of the direct correlation function 17 and Ŝ 1 (k,t) is the dynamic structure factor.
18
Equation ͑7͒ was evaluated for different regimes of density and temperature, very near the critical point and farther from the critical point. In the experiments presented here, the temperatures are sufficiently far above the critical temperature that the noncritical region version of the theory is appropriate. When Eq. ͑7͒ is evaluated for the noncritical region using a variety of approximations to yield an analytical expression, 5 1/T 1 has the form
where 1 is the number density of the solvent, T is its isothermal compressibility, T 0 is the isothermal compressibility of the ideal gas, and ⌳ is a cutoff on high momenta. It is chosen to meet the condition for the noncritical regime, ⌳Ͻ1. The results of the calculations are not sensitive to ⌳, and ⌳ is set equal to 2ϫ10 Ϫ8 m Ϫ1 . ␥ϵC p /C v is the ratio of specific heats. Q A is a function of the correlation length of density fluctuations and of the thermal diffusivity D T ; it is defined as
where ⌳ ϭ⌳, 1 ϭ 2 /D T , and
with 2 ϭ/⌳ 2 D T . The functions S 1 and S 2 are defined by S 1 ϭ(1ϩͱ2 2 ϩ 2 )/(1Ϫͱ2 2 ϩ 2 ), and S 2 ϭͱ2 2 /( 2 Ϫ1). Q B is identical to Q A except that D T is replaced everywhere by the sound attenuation constant ⌫, which is given by ⌫ϭD T (␥Ϫ1)ϩ(4 s /3ϩ b )/ m , where s is the shear viscosity, b is the bulk viscosity, and m is the mass density. In deriving Eqs. ͑9a͒-͑9d͒, the limit c s kӶ was assumed to hold, c s being the adiabatic sound velocity. The thermodynamic quantities in these relations are obtained from the NIST equations of state for ethane and CO 2 .
19 Figure 3 shows the results of calculations using Eq. ͑8͒ for the experimental situation of the data in Fig. 2 . The calculations are displayed in terms of the reduced lifetime. The calculations begin 20 K above T c , the beginning of the region in which the noncritical form of the theory given by Eq. ͑8͒ is valid. Other then setting the reduced lifetime equal to 1 at T rf ϭ323 K, there are no adjustable parameters in the calculation. All of the necessary parameters in Eq. ͑8͒, which characterize the solvent, are known. The most important feature of the calculation is that it displays the inverted temperature dependence seen in the data. The peak of the curve is at ϳ395 K, which compares favorably with the experimental peak at ϳ375 K. However, the magnitude of the peak, 1.23, is substantially greater than the peak in the experimental data of 1.06. While the calculation misses the magnitude of the peak, the slope of the calculated temperature dependence in the high temperature region matches the data quite well. This can be seen in Fig. 4 in which the data and the calculation are shown but with the reference temperature, T rf , for the reduced lifetime equal to 423 K. Figure 5 displays vibrational lifetime temperature dependent data 23 at several fixed densities above and below c in ethane solvent along with theoretical calculations. In Fig. 5 , T rf ϭ323 K, as in Fig. 3. Figure 5͑a͒ is for the density ϭ5 mol/l . There are no adjustable parameters in the calculation aside from setting the reduced concentration to 1 in both the experiment and the calculation at T rf . Like the data at c , the data at ϭ5 mol/l show a pronounced region of inverted temperature dependence. The agreement between theory and experiment is very good, much better than for c . The peak location and magnitude are correct within experimental error. The calculated peak appears to be slightly too narrow as it turns over too soon. The inset shows that the slope at temperatures well above the inverted regime is predicted quite accurately. Figure 5͑b͒ illustrates data measured at ϭ10 mol/l . The data still show an inverted region, but the peak is only ϳ40 K above T c and the amplitude at the maximum less than at the lower densities. The agreement with the calculations is much worse than at the lower density of Fig.  5͑a͒ . The calculations do predict a decrease in the amplitude and temperature of the peak compared to the data at c but still heavily overestimate the extent of the inverted region. The inset shows that the calculations do provide very good agreement with the slope of the temperature dependence for temperatures well above the inverted regime. Figure 5͑c͒ displays data at ϭ12 mol/l . In the region of applicability of Eq. ͑8͒, the agreement is reasonably good. However, the calculation shows a very shallow peak which is not evident in the data. The point 2 K above T c does not fall on the calculated trend, but this point may be outside the range of validity of Eq. ͑8͒. For the data at this density, the error bars are Ϯ5 ps. With these error bars, it is possible to draw a straight line through all of the data. Unlike the data in Figs. 3 and 5͑a͒, it is unclear if the data in Fig. 5͑c͒ display an anomalous temperature dependence. Figure 6͑a͒ shows temperature dependent lifetime data for the CO T 1u mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical CO 2 at the CO 2 critical density, c ϭ10.6 mol/l . Figure 6͑b͒ shows this same data along with the data for the ethane solvent ͑Fig. 3͒ at the ethane c as a reduced lifetime plot to facilitate comparison. Clearly, the lifetime data with CO 2 solvent and with ethane solvent are very different, although both experiments FIG. 3 . Calculated vibrational lifetimes of the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical ethane at the critical density. There are no adjustable parameters other than the vibrational lifetime is normalized with respect to the lifetime at T rf ϭ323 K. The calculations reproduced the data semiquantitatively, predicting an inverted temperature dependence. Fig. 2 and calculations with T rf ϭ423 K. The theory does a reasonable job of calculating the temperature dependence at temperatures well above the critical temperature, i.e., past the region of the inverted temperature dependence.
FIG. 4. The data of
were performed at c . The CO 2 solvent data displays a negligible inverted regime. Only the point near T c may be anomalously fast, and this point is very close to the critical point. Figure 7 shows theoretical calculation of the reduced lifetimes for both CO 2 ͑bottom curve͒ and ethane ͑top curve͒ solvents. The calculation and the data were matched at T rf ϭ323 K. The calculations for the CO 2 solvent do not reproduce the qualitative behavior of the data. The calculations do show that the peak height is lower and shifted to lower temperature in comparison to the calculations with ethane as the solvent. As noted in comparing the calculations in Fig. 3 to the data in Fig. 2 , the calculated peak overshoots the data by a considerable amount. It is possible that an improved calculation that more accurately reproduced the ethane results would be qualitatively consistent with the data in CO 2 solvent. Independent of the ability of the theory to reproduce the data, an important point is that the temperature dependent vibrational relaxation of the same solute in two different SCF solvents at c is very different, not only in the absolute rates, but also in the functional form of the temperature dependence.
The data shown in Fig. 6 raise an interesting question. Is the behavior seen in the ethane solvent an exception to what might be considered the normal temperature dependence observed in CO 2 ? The density dependence of the vibrational lifetime at constant temperature for T close to T c in the two solvents is very similar. In both solvents, the vibrational lifetimes display a density independent region around c . This behavior is also observed when fluoroform is the solvent. Figure 8 shows the vibrational lifetime of the CO T 1u mode of W͑CO) 6 as a function of temperature in fluoroform at its critical density ( c ϭ7.56 mol/l ). These data show a broad, very shallow peak. The peak is ϳ35 K above T c (T c ϭ299 K). The behavior of the lifetime in fluoroform is intermediate between that in ethane, which shows a pronounced peak, and that in CO 2 , which shows essentially no peak. Comparison of the temperature dependent vibrational lifetimes in the three solvents suggests that there is a range of behaviors depending on the solvent, from a significant inverted temperature dependence to no inverted temperature dependence.
In scanning the ranges of temperatures in the three solvents, the experiments begin 2 K above the critical points of the solvents. The critical points are only a few degrees apart. Therefore, the ranges of temperatures are essentially identical, and differences in temperatures cannot account for the differences in the temperature dependence of the vibrational lifetimes observed in the three solvents. There are other FIG. 5 . Experimental and theoretical vibrational lifetime data for the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical ethane as a function of temperature at several densities. ͑a͒ Data for ϭ5.0 mol/l . The data display an inverted temperature dependence. The extent to which the lifetime increases from its value near the critical point is larger than at the critical density ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The theory nearly quantitatively reproduces the vibrational lifetime data. The inset shows data and calculations with T rf ϭ403 K. The theory accurately reproduces the slope of the lifetime temperature dependence at high temperatures. ͑b͒ Data at ϭ10.0 mol/l . The region in which the lifetime increases with temperature above T c still persists but to a much smaller degree. The agreement between the theory and data is much worse. The inset shows data and calculations with T rf ϭ393 K. The theory accurately reproduces the slope of the lifetime temperature dependence at high temperatures. ͑c͒ Data at ϭ12.0 mol/l . There is no apparent inverted region. In fact the data may fall on a straight line. The theory with T rf ϭ323 K reproduces the data reasonably well, but still shows a suggestion of an inverted region. trends in the lifetimes when the solvent is changed that are noteworthy. At ϭ8 mol/l and 2 K above their respective critical points, the vibrational lifetimes in ethane, fluoroform, and CO 2 are 240 ps, 480 ps, and 660 ps. At 2 K above T c , ϭ8 mol/l is within the range of densities for each solvent in which the lifetime is virtually density independent, so the fact that this density varies a different amount from c does not affect the comparison. Thus, with the same density, the same increment of temperature above the critical point, and virtually the same absolute temperature, the vibrational lifetime varies substantially with solvent.
A decrease in the lifetime for the same vibrational mode when the solvent is changed indicates an increased coupling between the solute mode and the solvent. At room temperature in liquid CCl 4 , the CO T 1u mode of W͑CO) 6 has a lifetime of 700 ps, while in liquid CHCl 3 at the same temperature, the lifetime is reduced to 350 ps. 16 Calculations of the low frequency continuum density of states show that they are approximately the same in the two solvents. 14 It has been suggested 12, 16 that the difference in the lifetimes arise from differences in the relaxation pathways involving high frequency modes of the solvent. CHCl 3 has a H-C-Cl bend at 1220 cm
Ϫ1
. This makes it possible for the ϳ2000 cm Ϫ1 W͑CO) 6 mode to relax via a quartic anharmonic process as described by Eq. ͑3͒. The initial vibration is annihilated and a CH bend and another low frequency mode of the solvent or solute are created. To have energy conservation, a low frequency phonon mode of the continuum ͑Շ200 cm Ϫ1 ͒ is also created. Because CCl 4 has only low frequency modes, a fifth FIG. 6 . Experimental vibrational lifetime data for the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical CO 2 as a function of temperature at constant density. The density is the critical density, c ϭ10.6 mol/l . Unlike the data with ethane as the solvent, the data display a negligible inverted temperature dependence. ͑b͒ A comparison of the reduced vibrational lifetime data for CO 2 ͑circles͒ and ethane ͑squares͒ solvents.
FIG. 7.
Theoretically calculated temperature dependent vibrational lifetimes for the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical ethane ͑top curve͒ and carbon dioxide ͑bottom curve͒ at their critical densities. The theory predicts the presence of significant regions of inverted temperature dependence in both ethane and carbon dioxide. The calculations show the peak height is greater and the peak position is at higher temperature in ethane.
FIG. 8. Experimental vibrational lifetime data for the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in supercritical fluoroform at the critical density ͑7.56 mol/l ͒. The data display an inverted temperature dependence that is intermediate between that observed in ethane solvent ͑Fig. 2͒ and CO 2 solvent ͑Fig. 6͒.
order process is required for the relaxation, and the decay time is substantially longer. 12, 16 Furthermore, in liquid 2-methylpentane, there are a very large number of C-H bending modes in the range of 1300-1400 cm
Ϫ1
, and the W͑CO) 6 T 1u mode has a much shorter lifetime of 145 ps. 20 Apparently, the C-H bending modes are important in the relaxation of the asymmetric stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 .
Given the above, the 480 ps lifetime observed in fluoroform at 8 mol/l is consistent with the observation in liquid chloroform. The lifetime in chloroform is shorter but it is a liquid. The lifetime in ethane is even faster, akin to the decrease in lifetime observed in going from liquid chloroform to liquid 2-methylpentane. In both cases, i.e., fluoroform to ethane and chloroform to 2-methyl pentane, there is a large increase in the number of C-H bending modes available to participate in the vibrational relaxation. When CO 2 is the SCF solvent, the longest lifetime is observed. Like CCl 4 , CO 2 has no C-H bends. However, CO 2 does have the symmetric O-C-O stretch at 1388 cm
. If the energy of the available modes was the only determining factor, then it would be expected that relaxation in CO 2 would be more similar to relaxation in fluoroform. The fact that the lifetime is substantially slower in CO 2 suggests that the anharmonic coupling matrix element ͓e.g., see Eq. ͑3͔͒ involving the CO 2 symmetric stretch and the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 is small.
From the lifetimes in the three solvents, it is clear that the order of the strength of the interaction between the CO T 1u mode of W͑CO) 6 and the solvent is ethane, fluoroform, CO 2 ͑strongest coupling to weakest͒. Another indication of this order of coupling is the change in the lifetime with density. At ϭ2 mol/l and 2 K above their respective critical points, the vibrational lifetimes in ethane, fluoroform, and CO 2 are 515 ps, 770 ps, and 920 ps. The ratio, R, of the lifetime at 2 mol/l to the lifetime at 8 mol/l in ethane, fluoroform, and CO 2 is 2.15, 1.60, and 1.39, respectively. The sensitivity of the lifetime to density is greatest in ethane, less in fluoroform, and least in CO 2 .
The nature of the temperature dependence at fixed density, c , in the three solvents appears to be correlated with the strength of the solute W͑CO) 6 CO T 1u mode coupling to the solvent. When the coupling is relatively strong, as in ethane, the temperature dependence has a significant inverted region and a significant peak in the plot of lifetime vs temperature ͑Fig. 2͒. When the coupling is moderate, as in fluoroform, there is a less pronounced peak and a narrower inverted region ͑Fig. 8͒. When the coupling is weak, as in CO 2 , there is no significant peak ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒. While the thermodynamic/hydrodynamic theory captures the behavior in ethane, at least semiquantitatively, it does not in CO 2 . ͑Sufficient thermodynamic data are not available in the literature to perform the calculations for fluoroform͒. As suggested above, the shorter lifetime observed in ethane compared to CO 2 can result from more efficient coupling of the initially excited ϳ2000 cm Ϫ1 solute mode to high frequency modes of the solvent. The theory does not explicitly account for vibrational relaxation into high frequency vibrational modes of the bath. If relaxation in ethane is dominated by high frequency modes of the bath, then the relaxation may involve only one phonon. In contrast, relaxation in CO 2 may require a multiphonon process, which may not be well described by the current thermodynamic/hydrodynamic theory. Regardless of the theory's ability to reproduce the data in the various solvents, it is clear that the nature of the solutesolvent interactions has a fundamental influence on the qualitative behavior of the temperature dependence of the vibrational lifetime at fixed density near the critical point.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The experiments presented here and the previous work on which they are based 4, 7 are the first experiments to examine vibrational relaxation between a well defined pair of vibrational levels in SCFs in the vicinity of the critical point. The results of the experiments have revealed the complex interplay between rapidly changing macroscopic properties of SCFs near the critical point and microscopic molecular dynamics and intermolecular interactions. In three SCF solvents for T near T c , the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 displays essentially density independent vibrational lifetimes near c . The thermodynamic/hydrodynamic theory of vibrational relaxation, 5 which is capable of including the critical scaling of the important physical properties of SCFs, predicts the observed behavior. The theory, which calculates T 1 by obtaining analytical expressions for the force-force correlation function, shows that the density independence ͑or extremely weak density dependence͒ comes from an interplay of rapidly changing density dependent properties which offset each other near the critical point. Recently, Tucker and co-workers 21 performed two dimensional simulations to obtain the force-force correlation function for a rigid diatomic in an atomic solvent. They also found T 1 to be nearly density independent around c . Near the critical point, normal large fluctuations in density give rise to regions of high density. In both the analytical theory and the simulations, ensemble averages are performed over all solute environments. However, neither the analytical theory discussed here nor the simulations involved any type of local density enhancements through attractive solute/solvent interactions to produce the density independent results. In addition, experiments on asymmetric CO stretching modes of both W͑CO) 6 and ͑acetylacetonato͒dicarbonylrhodium͑I͒ (Rh͑CO͒ 2 acac) found the vibrational absorption line position is density independent in a range of densities around c when T is near T c . The analytical theory also predicts this behavior.
As shown in Figs. 2 and 5, the lifetime of the asymmetric CO stretching mode of W͑CO) 6 in ethane as a function of temperature at fixed density at and near c displays a region of inverted temperature dependence. The vibrational lifetime increases as the temperature is increased, then turns over and decreases with further increases in temperature. This behavior occurs to a lesser extent when fluoroform is the solvent, but does not occur to any significant extent when CO 2 is the solvent. While the current analytical theory is able to capture the essence of the data when ethane is the solvent, it is qualitatively incorrect when CO 2 is the solvent. A new theoretical approach for calculation of vibrational lifetimes in SCFs, which is still able to account for critical phenomena through the use of hydrodynamic and thermodynamic functions, is under development. 22 Preliminary results show that the new theory also predicts the region of density independence near the critical point without invoking solute/solvent clustering. Additional experiments are underway which are examining other solute molecules to determine if they also display the same temperature and density dependent behaviors of the vibrational lifetime in the neighborhood of the critical point.
